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Welcome, Wilkommen, Bienvenue, Bienvenidos, Benvenuto. Welcome to our second
number of our newsletter. As established in our previous newsletter, important and
useful information is normally left out of traditional presses due to politics and special
interests schools of thought. The result is the separation of classes of people of different
cultures, color or religions and the persecution of groups that have been targeted by the
dominant institutions: Pre-Columbian civilizations, U.S/ Canadian Native Americans, Jews,
and the Spanish-Speaking, gypsies, Arabs, women and other groups. Colonial mythology
invented by the dominant colonial social and political structure was designed to
change the facts, distort the history as a means of justification of its invasive and
unethical attacks on the "other:' This is true of all Western nations that have followed the
Roman and Western legacy of Conquest. It is important that we reexamine the past so
that we can have a better understanding for the future.
In academia, schools of thought in the many disciplines become the modern
censors as sensitive but revealing research is suppressed. The titles presented by Eagle
Feather Research Institute uncover hidden facts and/or distorted information: See the
suppressed archeology of paleoanthropologists Cremo and Thompson in News and Bits,
the much misunderstood “Tex Mex” Southwestern Spanish dialects, the myths,
misconceptions and truths about Nutrition in our Natural Health page, Our Myth vs. Fact
page under Historical and Cultural Bits, Our page entitled Language Nuances concerned
with mistranslations of scripture, Prof Shenkman’s hidden facts on American History, our
Myth vs. Fact page on the five major cultural series that make up Educational Materials, the
other side of story of the “Conquest” in Mexico by the Aztecs in The Cave of Naltzátlan, the
brutal persecution of Mexicans in nineteenth century Texas (1850 South Texas and
Juan N. Cortina), the evolution and exploitation of the Mestizo both in Mexico and the
U.S. is captured in Mestizo:The History, Culture and Politics of the Mexican and Chicano,
and the revolutionary poetry exposing society by Ricardo Sánchez in The Ricardo
Sánchez Reader, a two volume text considered rare.
Or if you read Spanish, there is literary criticism, literary historical novels and
medieval history, poetry, notwithstanding several textual anthologies. Only original

research is for sale in its complete form. All of the material in Abstract/Articles are free
downloads. Feel free to use it for your research but always with proper documentation
and credit to its authors. There are moreover, several extensive works under Articles and
Books. There are additionally Abstracts and Reviews for your understanding of the
works. There are book reviews for some of the Books which are available for sale.
Remember, all purchases are tax deductible. We appreciate your interest and/or
donations. If you want a description of the books and articles, link to the Bookstore for
more detailed information including an image of the cover page. For a list of future
projects, check the Latest News page. These full length books will take time but you can
be sure there will be articles that will be featured in our Article section that will be taken
out of these texts as they are being written.
Finally, be sure to register free in our Contact Page so that we can mail you our
newsletter each month. We thank you for your support and hope that you will find our
Website interesting and rewarding.
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